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Abstract

Identifying dynamical systems from experimental data is a notably difficult task. Prior
knowledge generally helps, but the extent of this knowledge varies with the application, and
customized models are often needed. Neural ordinary differential equations can be written
as a flexible framework for system identification and can incorporate a broad spectrum
of physical insight, giving physical interpretability to the resulting latent space. In the
case of partial observations, however, the data points cannot directly be mapped to the
latent state of the ODE. Hence, we propose to design recognition models, in particular
inspired by nonlinear observer theory, to link the partial observations to the latent state.
We demonstrate the performance of the proposed approach on numerical simulations and
on an experimental dataset from a robotic exoskeleton.

1 Introduction

Predicting the behavior of complex systems is of great importance in many fields. In engineering, for instance,
designing controllers for robotic systems requires accurate predictions of their evolution. The dynamic
behavior of such systems often follows a certain structure. Mathematically, this structure is captured by
differential equations, e.g., the laws of physics. However, even an accurate model cannot account for all
aspects of a physical phenomenon, and physical parameters can only be measured with uncertainty. Data-
driven methods aim to enhance our predictive capabilities for complex systems based on experimental data.

We focus on dynamical systems and design an end-to-end method for learning them from experimental data.
We investigate State-Space Models (SSMs), which are common in system theory, as many modern control
synthesis methods build on them and the states are often amenable to physical interpretation. For many
systems of interest, some degree of prior knowledge is available. It is desirable to include this knowledge into
the SSM. To this end, we consider neural ordinary differential equations (NODEs), which were introduced
by Chen et al. (2018) and have since sparked significant interest, e.g., Zhong et al. (2020); Rubanova et al.
(2019). Their aim is to approximate a vector field that generates the observed data following a continuous-
time ODE with a neural network. Their formulation is general enough to avoid needing a new design for each
new system, but can also enforce a wide range of physical insight, allowing for a meaningful and interpretable
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Figure 1: SSMs can include a broad spectrum of physical knowledge. On the left, purely data-based
formulations such as latent NODEs are general but tend to violate physical principles and have trouble
generalizing. On the right, parametric models can be identified from data: they extrapolate well but are

system-specific and require expert knowledge. One can bridge this gap by including the available physical
knowledge in an NODE formulation (2), in particular “regularizing” priors (extra terms in the cost

function) or “structural” priors (constraints or form of the optimization problem).

model. Specific approaches have been proposed to include different priors, which we briefly recall; we present
a unified view and include them in the proposed end-to-end framework.

Learning an SSM satisfying these priors amounts to learning the dynamics in a specific set of coordinates.
However, experimental data is typically only partial, as not all of these coordinates, or states, are measured.
This is a common problem in machine learning, where the existence of an underlying state that can explain
the data is often assumed. In the systems and control community, estimating this underlying state from
partial observations is known as state estimation or observer design. An observer is an algorithm that
estimates the full latent state given a history of partial measurements and control inputs Bernard (2019);
Bernard et al. (2022). While observer design provides the theoretical framework for latent state estimation,
such as convergence guarantees of the estimate to the true state, it has not received much attention in the
machine learning community. Hence, we propose to leverage concepts from nonlinear observer design to
learn NODEs with physical priors from partial observations.

We design so-called recognition models to map the partial observations to the latent state. We discuss several
approaches, in particular based on a type of nonlinear observers called Kazantzis-Kravaris/Luenberger (KKL)
observers (Kazantzis & Kravaris, 1998; Andrieu & Praly, 2006). We show that the KKL-based recognition
models perform well and have desirable properties, e.g., a given size for the internal state. Such recognition
models can then be embedded in the NODE formulation or any other optimization-based system identification
algorithm. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We formulate structured NODEs as a flexible framework for learning dynamics from partial observations,
which enables enforcing a broad spectrum of physical knowledge;

• We introduce recognition models to link observations and latent state, then propose several forms based
on nonlinear observer design;

• We compare the proposed recognition models in a simulation benchmark;
• We apply the proposed approach to an experimental dataset obtained on a robotic exoskeleton, illustrating

the possibility of learning a physically sound model of complex dynamics from real-world data.

Combining these yields an end-to-end framework for learning physical systems from partial observations.

2 Related work

The proposed method is based on two research areas: nonlinear observer design and machine learning for
dynamical systems. We give an overview of the main trends and the most related methods on these topics.

2.1 System theory

In system theory, many subfields are concerned with the study of dynamical systems from experimental data.
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System identification The area of system identification aims at finding a possible dynamics model given
a finite amount of partial measurements (Ljung, 1987; Nelles, 2001; Schoukens & Ljung, 2019). For linear
systems, a suitable set of system matrices can be identified using subspace methods (Viberg, 1995). For
nonlinear systems, most state-of-the-art techniques aim at estimating the variables of a given parametric
model using Bayesian parameter estimation (Galioto & Gorodetsky, 2020) or optimization-based methods
(Schittkowski, 2002; Raue et al., 2013; Villaverde et al., 2021), or a decomposition of its dynamics on a
suitable basis of functions (Sjöberg et al., 1995). These classical methods tend to be system-specific: they
require expert knowledge to construct a parametric model or precisely pick the hypothesis class in which it
will be approximated. NODEs are a general tool for system identification in case no parametric model is
available, in which a broad range of physical knowledge can be included by adapting the formulation.

Observer design When identifying a state-space model from partial observations, the unknown latent
state must be estimated. This is the objective of state observers or estimators, which infer the state from
observations by designing an auxiliary system driven by the measurement (see Bernard (2019); Bernard et al.
(2022) for an overview). Observers often assume an accurate dynamics model, but designs that can deal
with imperfect models are also available. In that case, the unknown parts of the dynamics can be overridden
through high-gain or sliding-mode designs to enable convergence (Buisson-Fenet et al., 2021; Shtessel et al.,
2016). Otherwise, the unknown parameters can be seen as extra states with constant dynamics, and extended
state observers can be designed, such that the estimated state and parameters converge asymptotically (Praly
et al., 2006). Some concepts from observer theory can be leveraged to improve upon existing approaches for
learning dynamics from partial observations, which require estimating the unknown latent state.

2.2 Learning dynamical systems

Learning dynamical systems from data is also investigated in machine learning (Legaard et al., 2021; Nguyen-
Tuong & Peters, 2011). We focus on settings considered realistic in system identification, i.e., methods that
allow for control and partial observations, and can ensure certain physical properties.

Physics-aware models The dynamics models obtained from machine learning often struggle with gener-
alization and do not verify important physical principles such as conservation laws. Therefore, there have
been efforts to bring together machine learning and first principles to learn physics-aware models; see Wang
& Yu (2021) for an overview of these efforts in deep learning. In general, there are two takes on including
physical knowledge in data-driven models, as illustrated in Fig. 1. On the one hand, “regularizing” priors
can be included by adding terms to the cost function to penalize certain aspects. The most common case
is when a prior model of the system is available from first principles. We can then learn the residuals of
this prior model, i.e., the difference between the prior predictions and the observations, while penalizing
the norm of the residual model to correct the prior only as much as necessary. This is investigated in Yin
et al. (2021); Mehta et al. (2020) for full state observations. Other quantities can be known a priori and
enforced similarly, such as the total energy of the system (Eichelsdörfer et al., 2021) or stability through a
Lyapunov-inspired cost function (Schlaginhaufen et al., 2021). On the other hand, structural properties can
be enforced by constraints or a specific form of the optimization problem. This yields a harder problem, but
improves the performance and interpretability of the model. This line of work originates from Lutter et al.
(2019); Greydanus et al. (2019); Cranmer et al. (2020) (see Zhong et al. (2021) for an overview) and has been
extended to NODEs for Hamiltonian and port-Hamiltonian systems (Zhong et al., 2020; Massaroli et al.,
2020a; Zakwan et al., 2022), but also to enforce more general energy-based structures (Manek & Zico Kolter,
2019; Course et al., 2020) or the rules of electromagnetism (Zhu et al., 2019). However, little previous work
on NODEs assumes partial and noisy measurements of system trajectories.

There exist various other methods to learn physics-aware dynamics models, such as Bayesian approaches, in
which prior knowledge can be enforced in the form of the kernel (Wu et al., 2019), by structural constraints
(Geist & Trimpe, 2021; Rath et al., 2021; Ensinger et al., 2022), or by estimating the variables of a parametric
model (Galioto & Gorodetsky, 2020). In this paper, we focus on NODEs, which leverage the predictive power
of deep learning while enforcing a broad range of physical knowledge in the problem formulation.
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Partial observations Most NODE frameworks for dynamical systems assume full state measurements.
Partial observations greatly increase the complexity of the problem: the latent state is unknown, leading to
a large number of possible state-space representations. In this case, the question of linking the observations
with the latent state needs to be tackled. In Bayesian approaches, the distribution over the initial state
can be directly conditioned on the first observations then approximated by a so-called recognition model
(Eleftheriadis et al., 2017; Doerr et al., 2017; 2018). Such an approach has also been used for Bayesian
extensions of NODEs, where the NODE describes the dynamics of the latent state while the distribution of
the initial latent variable given the observations and vice versa are approximated by encoder and decoder
networks (Yildiz et al., 2019; Norcliffe et al., 2021a). The encoder network, which links observations to latent
state by a deterministic mapping or by approximating the conditional distribution, can also be a Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) (Rubanova et al., 2019; Doyeon et al., 2021; de Brouwer et al., 2019; Rubanova et al.,
2019) or an autoencoder (Bakarji et al., 2022). The particular case in which the latent ODE is linear and
evolves according to the Koopman operator (that can be jointly approximated) is investigated in Lusch et al.
(2018); Bevanda et al. (2021). In general, little insight into the desired latent representation is provided.
This leads to difficulties for the obtained models to generalize, but also with their interpretability: often in a
control environment, the states should have a physical meaning. Therefore, we propose to learn a recognition
model that maps the observations to the latent state, while enforcing physical knowledge in the latent space.

3 Problem statement

Consider a general continuous-time nonlinear system

ẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t)) y(t) = h(x(t), u(t)) + ϵ(t) (1)
x(0) = x0

where x(t) ∈ Rdx is the state, u(t) ∈ Rdu is the control input, y(t) ∈ Rdy is the measured output, and f ,
h are the true dynamics and measurement functions, assumed continuously differentiable. We denote ẋ(t)
the derivative of x w.r.t. time t, and generally omit the time dependency. We only have access to partial
measurements y corrupted by noise ϵ, the control input u, and the measurement function h: the dynamics
f and the state x are unknown. We assume that the solutions to (1) are well-defined and aim to estimate f .

The aim of NODEs (Chen et al., 2018) is to learn a vector field that generates the data through an ODE,
possibly up to an input and output transformation; see Massaroli et al. (2020b) for an overview. While the
interpretation of this formulation for general machine learning tasks remains open, it is very natural for SSMs:
it amounts to approximating the dynamics with a neural network. However, there is no unifying framework
for applying NODEs to dynamical systems in realistic settings, i.e., with partial and noisy trajectory data,
with a control input, and using all available physical knowledge; we present one in this paper.

Assume we have access to N measured trajectories indexed by j, denoted yj and sampled at times ti,
i ∈ {0, ..., n− 1}. We approximate the true dynamics f with a neural network fθ of weights θ. If the initial
conditions xj

0 are known, learning fθ can be formulated as the following optimization problem:

min
θ

1
2dynN

N∑
j=1

n−1∑
i=0

∥∥yj(ti) − yj(ti)
∥∥2

2 (2)

s.t. ẋj = fθ(xj , uj) yj = h(xj , uj)
xj(0) = xj

0,

where the constraint is valid for all j ∈ {1, ..., N}. Several methods have been proposed to compute the
gradient of (2); see Schittkowski (2002); Alexe & Sandu (2009); Massaroli et al. (2020b) for details. We opt
for automatic differentiation through the numerical solver (torchdiffeq by Chen et al. (2018)).

This problem is not well-posed: for a given state trajectory, there exist several state-space representations
f that can generate the data. This is known as the unidentifiability problem (Aliee et al., 2021). The key
problems to obtain meaningful solutions to (2) are (i) enforcing physical knowledge to learn a state-space
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representation that not only explains the data, but is also physically meaningful, and (ii) dealing with partial
observations, i.e., unknown latent state and in particular unknown x0. Problem (i) has been addressed in the
literature for some particular cases, as presented in Sec. 2.2, by including the available physical knowledge in
the form of “regularizing” or “hard” priors (see Fig. 1). We denote the general approach of adapting (2) to
build physics-aware NODEs as structured NODEs, and apply it to examples with varying prior knowledge.

Problem (ii) remains largely open. For fixed fθ and u, each prediction made during training for a given
measured trajectory is determined by the corresponding x0; hence, estimating this initial state is critical.
We tackle (ii) by designing recognition models in Sec. 4, which is our main technical contribution. We
combine them with structured NODEs to simultaneously address (i) and (ii). This yields an end-to-end
framework for system identification based on physical knowledge and partial, noisy observations, a common
setting in practice; we apply it to several examples in Sec. 5. While some of the components needed for this
framework exist in the literature, e.g., on building physics-aware NODEs (Sec. 2.2), the vision of recognition
models, the presentation in a unified framework and the application to relevant practical cases are novel.

Remark 1 The considered setting is generally regarded as realistic in system identification, since y is mea-
sured by sensors, and u is chosen by the user, who often knows which part of the state is being measured.
However, if that is not the case, it is always possible to train an output network hθ jointly with fθ.

4 Recognition models

In the case of partial observations, the initial condition x0 in (2) is unknown and needs to be estimated jointly
with fθ. Estimating x0 from partial observations is directly related to state estimation: while observers run
forward in time to estimate the state asymptotically, we formulate this recognition problem as running
backward in time to estimate the initial condition. Therefore, the lens of observer design is well suited for
investigating recognition models, though it has not been often considered. For example, whether the state
can be estimated from the output is a precise notion in system theory called observability (Bernard, 2019):

Definition 1 Initial conditions xa, xb are uniformly distinguishable in time tc if for any input u : R 7→ Rdu

ya,u(t) = yb,u(t) ∀ t ∈ [0, tc] ⇒ xa = xb, (3)

where ya,u (resp. yb,u) is the output of (1) given input u and initial condition xa (resp. xb). System (1) is
observable (in tc) if all initial conditions are uniformly distinguishable.

Hence, if (2) is observable, then x(0) is uniquely determined by y and u over [0, tc] for tc large enough. This
assumption is necessary, otherwise there is no hope of learning fθ from the observations only.

In system identification, the unknown initial condition is usually optimized directly as a free variable: it
needs to be optimized again for each new trajectory and cannot be used as such for prediction. Instead, we
propose to estimate it from the observations by learning a recognition model ψθ that links the output to the
initial state. We design ψθ as a neural network and denote its input z̄(tc), to be described in the following.
Concatenating the weights of fθ and ψθ into θ leads to the modified problem:

min
θ

1
2dynN

N∑
j=1

n−1∑
i=0

∥∥yj(ti) − yj(ti)
∥∥2

2 (4)

s.t. ẋj = fθ(xj , uj) yj = h(xj , uj)
xj(0) = ψθ(z̄j(tc)).

4.1 General approaches

Some recognition methods have been proposed in the literature, not necessarily for system identification
with NODEs, rather for probabilistic (Doerr et al., 2017) or generative Yildiz et al. (2019) models. We draw
inspiration from them and rewrite them to fit into our general framework, leading to the following.
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<latexit sha1_base64="a0sg4yxydWOVEjMk7eWzRGIqE+0=">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</latexit>

KKL (y(tc), . . . , y(t0))
<latexit sha1_base64="Do+ClhyAPeV6zLvXMlkHQhMpFmw=">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</latexit>

y(t0)

<latexit sha1_base64="iCgYIS+QEabZc2UnyPdFBC8xOPQ=">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</latexit>
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Figure 2: Illustration of the method: the KKL observer runs backward over the observations on [tc, 0], the
initial latent state is estimated, then the NODE runs forward and predicts the following trajectory.

Direct method The most straightforward approach is to stack the observations and learn a mapping from

z̄(tc) = y0:tc
:= (y(0), . . . , y(tc)) (5)

to the initial latent state. For nonautonomous systems, the first inputs should also be taken into account,
which yields z̄(tc) = (y0:tc

, u0:tc). We denote this as the direct method. Variants of this approach has been
used for approximating the distribution over the initial state conditioned on y0:tc

, e.g., for joint inference
and learning of Gaussian process state-space models (Eleftheriadis et al., 2017; Doerr et al., 2017; 2018).
Augmentation strategies for NODEs (Dupont et al., 2019; Massaroli et al., 2020b; Chalvidal et al., 2021;
Norcliffe et al., 2021b) are often particular cases with tc = 0. However, for many nonlinear systems, this
is too little information to estimate x(0). There are few works on NODE-based system identification from
partial observations, some of which train a recognition model from y−tc:0 (Ayed et al., 2020; Yildiz et al.,
2019; Norcliffe et al., 2021a), or learn the dynamics of y0:tc

(Schlaginhaufen et al., 2021).

As justified by the observability assumption, for tc large enough this is all the information needed to estimate
x(0). However, for large tc, the input dimension becomes arbitrarily high, so that optimizing ψθ is more
difficult. Also, the observations are not preprocessed in any way, though they may be noisy.

Recurrent recognition models Latent NODEs (Chen et al., 2018; Rubanova et al., 2019) also use a
recognition model to estimate the initial latent state from observations, though this may not be the state
of an SSM. This recognition model is a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) in Chen et al. (2018) and a
RNN combined with a second NODE model in Rubanova et al. (2019). These methods filter the information
contained in (y0:tc

, u0:tc
) in backward time then feed it to the recognition network ψθ, which is trained jointly

with the (ODE-)RNN. We consider this baseline in the numerical results: we combine a Gated Recurrent
Unit (GRU) of internal dimension dz, run in backward time so that z̄(tc) is the output of the GRU, and an
output network ψθ. We denote this method from Chen et al. (2018) as RNN+.

We now propose a novel type of recognition model based on nonlinear observer design, leading to different
choices of z̄(tc). See Table 1 for a summary of the proposed recognition methods.

4.2 KKL-based recognition models

Nonlinear observer design is concerned with the estimation of the state of nonlinear SSMs from partial
observations; see e.g., Bernard et al. (2022); Bernard (2019) for an overview. A particular method that has
recently gained interest is the Kazantzis-Kravaris/Luenberger (KKL) observer (Kazantzis & Kravaris, 1998;
Andrieu & Praly, 2006). Intuitively, KKL observers rely on building a linear filter of the measurement: an
auxiliary dynamical system of internal state z with known dimension dz is simulated, taking the measurement
as input and filtering it to extract the information it contains. The observer state verifies

ż = Dz + Fy z(0) = z0 (6)

where z ∈ Rdz with dz = dy(dx+1) and z0 is an arbitrary initial condition. In this system, y is the continuous-
time measurement from (1), or alternatively an interpolation between the discrete observations y(ti). The
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parameters D and F are chosen such that D is Hurwitz, i.e., all eigenvalues are in the left half-plane,
and (D,F ) is a controllable pair, i.e., the matrix

(
F DF . . . Ddz−1F

)
has full rank (Kailath, 1980).

Thanks to the stability of (6), the internal state z “forgets” its arbitrary initial condition z0 and converges
asymptotically to a value that is uniquely determined by the history of y. Under certain conditions, this
value uniquely determines, in turn, the value of the unmeasured state x.

More precisely, if there exists an injective transformation from x to z, denoted T , and its left inverse T ∗,
then for any arbitrary z0, the estimate x̂(t) = T ∗(z(t)) converges to x(t). This yields that x(t) ≃ T ∗(x(t))
for t large enough. The existence of T is studied separately for autonomous and nonautonomous systems,
under mild assumptions, mainly x(t) ∈ X compact ∀ t and (1) is backward distinguishable, i.e., Definition 1
in backward time1: the current state x(t) is uniquely determined by y and u over [t− tc, t] for some tc.

Autonomous systems For autonomous systems, i.e., u = 0, it is shown by Andrieu & Praly (2006) that if
the eigenvalues of D have sufficiently large negative real parts, then there exists an injective transformation
T and its left inverse T ∗ such that2

∥x(t) − T ∗(z(t))∥ −→
t→∞

0, (7)

meaning that T ∗(z(t)) with z(t) from (6) is an observer for x(t). However, T ∗ cannot be computed analyt-
ically in general. Therefore, it has been proposed to learn it from full-state simulations (da Costa Ramos
et al., 2020; Buisson-Fenet et al., 2022) or to directly learn an output predictor h ◦ T ∗ from partial observa-
tions (Janny et al., 2021). Running the observer (6) backward in time3 on y

tc:0 yields x(0) ≈ T (z(0))) for
tc large enough. Hence, we propose to train a recognition model x(0) = ψθ(z(0)), where z(0) is the result
of (6) run backward in time for tc from an arbitrary initial condition z(tc). This is further denoted as the
KKL method, illustrated in Fig. 2 (see Table 1 for a summary of the proposed methods).

Nonautonomous systems When extending the previous results to nonautonomous systems, T not only
depends on z(t) but also on time, in particular on the past values of u, and becomes injective for t ≥ tc with
tc from the backward distinguishability assumption (Bernard & Andrieu, 2019). In the context of recognition
models, this dependency on u over [0, t] can be made explicit by running the observer (6) in backward time
then training a recognition model x(0) = ψθ(z̄(tc)) with z̄(tc) = (z(0), utc:0). This is still denoted as the
KKL method, for nonautonomous systems.

If the signal u can be represented as the output of an auxiliary system of inner state ω with dimension dω,
it is shown in Spirito et al. (2022) that the static observer

ż = Dz + F

(
y
u

)
z(0) = z0 (8)

leads to the same results as for autonomous systems. The time dependency in T disappears at the cost of a
higher dimension: dz = (dy + du)(dx + dω + 1). This functional approach leads to an alternative recognition
model denoted KKLu: x(0) = ψθ(z(0)) where z is solution of (8) simulated backward in time, and dω is
chosen large enough to generate u (e.g., dω = 3 for a sinusoidal u).

Optimizing D jointly With any KKL-based recognition model, the choice of D in (6) – resp. (8) – is
critical since it controls the convergence rate of z. Hence, we propose to optimize D jointly with θ, as in
Janny et al. (2021). More details are provided in the supplementary material.

For tc large enough, the transformation T ∗ approximated by ψθ is guaranteed to exist for a known dimension
dz. The KKL observer also filters the information and provides a low-dimensional input to ψθ, which is
expected to be easier to train. The RNN-based recognition models are close to learning a discrete-time
observer with unknown dynamics: this is similar, but provides no theoretical argument for choosing the
internal dimension of the RNN, no guarantee for the existence of a recognition model in form of an RNN, no
physical interpretation for the behavior of the obtained observer, and leads to many more free parameters.

1If the solutions of (1) are unique, e.g., if f is C1, then distinguishability and backward distinguishability are equivalent.
2See the Appendix for technical details.
3We simulate z backward in time, so that all samples can be used for data fitting after being inputted to ψθ.
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Method z̄(tc) for autonomous z̄(tc) for nonautonomous
tc = 0 y(0) (y(0), u(0))
direct y0:tc

(y0:tc
, u0:tc)

RNN+ GRU over y
tc:0 GRU over (y

tc:0, utc:0)
KKL KKL over y

tc:0 KKL over y
tc:0, concatenated with u0:tc

KKLu n/a functional KKL over (y
tc:0, utc:0)

Table 1: Summary of the proposed recognition methods for autonomous and nonautonomous systems, all
run backward in time. The recognition model ψθ is trained with x(0) = ψθ(z̄(tc)); see Sec. 4 for details.
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Figure 3: Learning NODEs without structure, with recognition models direct, RNN+, KKL, and KKLu for
the last, nonautonomous system. We compare the RMSE over the predicted output for 100 test trajectories.

5 Experiments

We demonstrate the ability of the proposed approach to learn dynamics from partial observations with
varying degrees of prior knowledge, illustrated in Fig. 1. We first compare the different recognition models in
combination with NODEs without priors. We then provide an extensive case study on the harmonic oscillator,
often used in the literature, learning its dynamics from partial measurements with increasing priors. Finally,
we apply our approach to a real-world, complex use case obtained on a robotic exoskeleton4. All models are
evaluated w.r.t. their prediction capabilities: given (y0:tc

, u0:tc
) for a number of test trajectories, we estimate

the initial state, predict the further output, then compute the RMSE over this predicted output.

5.1 Benchmark of recognition models

We demonstrate that the proposed recognition models can estimate the initial condition of a system from
partial and noisy observations. We simulate three systems, the underlying physical state serves as ground
truth. The first is a simplified model of the dynamics of a two-story building during an earthquake (Winkel,
2017; Karlsson & Svanström, 2019) with dx = 4, dy = 1. The second is the FitzHugh-Nagumo model, a
simplified representation of a spiking neuron subject to a constant stimulus (Clairon & Samson, 2020) with
dx = 2, dy = 1. The third is the Van der Pol oscillator with dx = 2, dy = 1. More details are provided in
the supplementary material. The dynamics models are free: this corresponds to the left end of Fig. 1.

We train ten direct, RNN+, KKL and KKLu recognition models as presented in Sec. 4.2 and in Table 1.
The recognition models estimate x(0) from the information contained in y0:tc

for the first, (y0:tc
, u0) for the

second system, where u0 is the value of the stimulus, and (y0:tc
, u0:tc

) for the third system. We use N = 50
trajectories of 3 seconds; the output is corrupted by Gaussian noise, and the hyperparameters are chosen to
be coherent between the methods and enable a fair comparison. For evaluation, we randomly select 100 test
trajectories (also 3 s) and compute the RMSE over the predicted output. The results presented in Fig. 3
indicate that the more compressed structure from observer design helps build a more effective recognition

4Implementation details are provided in the supplementary material, code to reproduce the experiments is available at
https://anonymous.4open.science/r/structured_NODEs-7C23.
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Figure 4: NODE and recognition model for the earthquake model, for different lengths of tc (in time steps).
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Figure 5: NODE and recognition model for the Van der Pol oscillator, for different values of σ2
ϵ .

model. The direct method with tc = 0 was run but is not shown here since it leads to much higher error, as
it does not verify the observability assumption.

5.1.1 Ablation studies

In the previous benchmark, we choose all hyperparameters such that the comparison is as fair as possible. For
example, ψθ is the same neural network, the dimension of the internal recognition state is the same for the
RNN+ and KKL baselines (dz of the standard KKL for autonomous systems, dz of the functional KKL for
nonautonomous systems). We now investigate the impact of two of the main parameters on the performance
of each approach for the full NODE models: tc and the variance σ2

ϵ of the Gaussian measurement noise.

For the study on tc, we focus on the earthquake system. We run the same experiments as before with tc in
{5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 100} ×∆t, where ∆t = 0.03 s. As depicted in Fig. 4, when tc is too low it becomes difficult
to estimate x(0) from the information contained in y0:tc

: the system is not necessarily observable. It seems
the threshold of observability is around tc = 30∆t = 0.9 s, since the RMSE over the test trajectories stabilizes
for higher values. For this system, the KKL method reaches the lowest error and keeps improving for higher
values of tc: the higher tc, the more the observer has converged, the closer the relationship x(0) ≈ T ∗(z̄(0)) is
and the easier it seems to learn ψθ. For the other methods, tc seems to have less influence once the threshold
of observability is reached since there is no notion of convergence over time.

For the study on σ2
ϵ , we focus on the Van der Pol oscillator. We test for values in {10−5, 10−4,

10−3, 10−2, 10−1} and obtain the results in Fig. 5. As expected, the higher the measurement noise vari-
ance, the higher the prediction error on the test trajectories. We again observe a threshold effect, under
which further reduction of the noise variance leads to little improvement in the prediction accuracy. Note
that for the KKL-based methods, we optimized D once for each noise level from the same initial value, then
used this optimized value for all ten experiments. If D is only optimized for a specific noise level, then the
performance is degraded at the others, for which this value might filter too much or too little.
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Figure 6: Structured NODEs for the harmonic oscillator, with KKL recognition and increasing priors. The
true trajectory is in green, the prediction of a long trajectory (30 s) in blue to illustrate the long-term

accuracy. Increasing structure yields a more interpretable, but also more accurate model, except for (e)
which solves a more open problem (a new frequency is estimated for each trajectory).

Method (a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
direct 0.040 (0.011) 0.050 (0.033) 0.035 (0.008) 0.029 (0.005) 0.080 (0.041)
RNN+ 0.057 (0.014) 0.055 (0.012) 0.048 (0.003) 0.037 (0.006) 0.052 (0.011)
KKL 0.036 (0.010) 0.042 (0.011) 0.036 (0.004) 0.032 (0.003) 0.049 (0.003)

Table 2: Recognition models for the harmonic oscillator. We train ten models for each setting, then
compute the median and interquartile range (in parentheses) of the RMSE on the predicted output for

hundred test trajectories of 9 s. In most cases, KKL recognition leads to more accurate predictions.

5.2 Harmonic oscillator with increasing priors

We now illustrate how NODEs with KKL-based recognition can be combined with physics-aware approaches
to cover different degrees of structure, as illustrated in Fig. 1. We simulate an autonomous harmonic oscillator
with unknown frequency:

ẋ1 = x2 ẋ2 = −ω2x1, (9)

where ω2 > 0 is the unknown frequency of the oscillator and y = x1 is measured, corrupted by Gaussian
noise of standard deviation σ = 0.01. Various designs have been proposed to identify both the state and the
model, i.e., the frequency, for example subspace methods, or an extended state-space model with a nonlinear
observer; see Praly et al. (2006) and references therein. We demonstrate that our unifying framework can
solve this problem while enforcing increasing physical knowledge. The results are illustrated in Table. 2 with
a KKL recognition model, ω = 1, N = 20 trajectories of 3 s for training and 100 trajectories of 9 s for testing.

First, the NODE is trained without any structure (a) as in (4), which leads to one of many possible state-
space models: it fits the observations in x1 but finds another coordinate system for the unmeasured state,
as expected for general latent NODEs. It also does not conserve energy. Then, we enforce a Hamiltonian
structure (b) by directly learning the Hamiltonian function Hθ(x). This leads to a dynamics model again in
another coordinate system, but that conserves energy: we learn the dynamics up to a symplectomorphism
(Bertalan et al., 2019). We then impose ẋ1 = x2 and only learn ẋ2 = −∇Hθ(x1) (c). This enforces a
particular choice of Hamiltonian dynamics, such that the obtained model conserves energy and stays in the
physical coordinate system (x1 position, x2 velocity). Imposing even more structure, we only optimize the
unknown frequency ω2 jointly with the recognition model, while the rest of the dynamics are considered
known (d). Another possibility is to consider the extended state-space model where x3 = ω2 has constant
dynamics (e). In that case, only a recognition model needs to be trained; however, x(0) ∈ R3 including the
frequency is estimated for each trajectory, such that this formulation is much more open. Both (d) and (e),
which correspond to the right end of the spectrum in Fig. 1, also lead to energy-conserving trajectories in the
physical coordinates. The results in Fig. 6 illustrate that NODEs with recognition models can incorporate
gradual priors for learning SSMs from partial and noisy observations. Note that standard methods tailored
to the harmonic oscillator may perform better, however, they are not as general nor as flexible.
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Figure 7: Structured NODEs and KKL recognition on the robotics dataset. After training the NODE on
trajectories of 0.2 s from a subset of the input frequencies, we also test on 52 trajectories of 2 s from other
input frequencies, to evaluate generalization capabilities (cut at 1 s on plots for visibility). Computing the
prediction RMSE for the different structure settings yields: 110 (a), 0.72 (b), 0.66 (c), 1.2 (d). We show

one such test trajectory (x1 top row, x4 bottom row) from an unknown initial condition.

5.3 Experimental dataset from robotic exoskeleton

Figure 8:
Robotic

exoskeleton by
Wandercraft.

We demonstrate the performance of the proposed framework on a real-world dataset. We
use a set of measurements collected from a robotic exoskeleton at Wandercraft, presented
in (Vigne, 2021) and Fig. 8. This robot features mechanical deformations at weak points
of the structure that are neither captured by Computer-Assisted Design modeling nor
measured by encoders. These deformations, when measured by a motion capture device,
can be shown to account for significant errors in foot placement. Further, they exhibit
nonlinear spring-like dynamics that complicate control design. The dataset is obtained by
fixing the robot basin to a wall and sending a sinusoidal excitation to the front hip motor at
different frequencies. The sagittal hip angle is measured by an encoder, while the angular
velocity of the thigh is measured by a gyroscope. In (Vigne, 2021), first results are obtained
using linear system identification: the observed deformation is modeled as a linear spring
in the hip, and this model is linearized around an equilibrium point, then its parameters
are identified. These estimates are sufficient for tuning a robust controller to compensate
for the deformation5. We aim to learn a more accurate model of this dynamical system of
dimension dx = 4, where y = (x1, x4), by identifying the nonlinear deformation terms.

We investigate three settings: no structure, imposing ẋ1 = x2 and ẋ3 = x4, and learning
the residual of the prior linear model on top of this structure as in Yin et al. (2021), by
using f = flin + fθ as the dynamics, where flin is the linear prior. In each setting, we learn from N = 265
trajectories of length 0.2 s in a subset of input frequencies. We use a recognition model with tc = 0.1 s. One
short test trajectory in the trained frequency regime is shown in the supplementary material and illustrates
the data fit. One longer test trajectory with an input frequency outside of the training regime is shown in
Fig. 7 and illustrates the generalization capabilities in all three settings and for the linear prior model.

The obtained results demonstrate that structured NODEs with recognition models can identify real-world
nonlinear systems from partial and noisy observations. The learned models can fit data from a complex
nonlinear system excited with different input frequencies, and somewhat generalize to unseen frequencies.

5More details are provided in (Vigne, 2021) and in the supplementary material.
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Recognition
model

Short rollouts
in trained

regime

Long rollouts
with unseen
frequencies

Long rollouts
with EKF:
y = (x1, x4)

Long rollouts
with EKF:
y = x1

direct 0.11 0.58 0.12 0.44
RNN+ 0.15 0.56 0.15 0.37
KKL 0.17 0.60 0.12 0.37
KKLu 0.18 0.65 0.11 0.34

Table 3: RMSE on test trajectories for the robotics dataset while imposing ẋ1/3 = x2/4. We trained only
one model per method; hence, the results only illustrate that all methods are comparable.

The predictions are not perfect, but much more accurate than those of the prior model, as seen in Fig. 17;
this is enough to be used in closed-loop tasks such as control or monitoring. Imposing ẋ1/3 = x2/4 leads to
similar performance as without structure, but a physically meaningful state-space representation that can be
interpreted in terms of position and velocity. Due to the inaccurate predictions of the prior model, learning
its residuals leads to lower performance.

With all levels of prior knowledge, the different recognition models lead to comparable results, as illustrated
in Table 3. The direct and RNN+ methods lead to slightly lower error on the test rollouts, but also take
longer to train due to the higher number of free parameters. The KKL and KKLu methods lead to similar
performance. To obtain these results, the choice of the gain matrix D was critical. Rigorous analysis of
the role of this parameter is beyond the scope of this article, and remains a relevant task for future work
(Buisson-Fenet et al., 2022). We also evaluate the learned model inside an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF).
The EKF is a classical state estimation tool for nonlinear systems, that takes the measurement and control as
input and outputs a probabilistic estimate of the current underlying state. At each time step, it linearizes the
dynamics model and output map then proceeds as a linear Kalman Filter to estimate the mean and covariance
of the current state (Krener, 2003). We implement an EKF which receives either y = h(x) = (x1, x4) or only
y = h(x) = x4 as the measurement, and uses the linear prior or an NODE as dynamics function. In both
cases, the NODE estimates are more accurate than those obtained with the linear prior model, as shown in
Fig. 9 for a long test trajectory with an input frequency outside of the training regime. As expected, the
accuracy for y = (x1, x4) is high since we are directly estimating the output. However, the performance
difference indicates that the NODE is much more accurate and should enable meaningful state estimation
for downstream tasks. When y = x1, the EKF using the prior model is off, while it provides reasonable
estimates in most frequency regimes when using the learned model.

6 Conclusion

The general formulation of NODEs is well suited for nonlinear system identification. However, learning
physically sound dynamics in realistic settings, i.e., with control inputs and partial, noisy observations,
remains challenging. To achieve this, recognition models are needed to efficiently link the observations to
the latent state. We show that notions from observer theory can be leveraged to construct such models; for
example, KKL observers can filter the information contained in the observations to produce an input of fixed
dimension for which a suitable recognition model is guaranteed to exist. We propose to combine recognition
models and existing methods for physics-aware NODEs to build a unifying framework, which can learn
physically interpretable models in realistic settings. We illustrate the performance of KKL-based recognition
in numerical simulations, then demonstrate that the proposed end-to-end framework can learn SSMs from
partial observations with an experimental robotics dataset. While these observer-based recognition models
are demonstrated in the context of NODEs, they are a separate contribution, which can also be used in
various system identification methods; they could be combined with e.g., Neural Controlled Differential
Equations (Kidger et al., 2020), Bayesian extensions of NODEs (Norcliffe et al., 2021a; Yildiz et al., 2019)
or in general optimization-based system identification methods (Schittkowski, 2002; Villaverde et al., 2021).

The results herein illustrate that observer theory and, in particular, KKL observers are suitable for building
recognition models. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to propose this connection, hence, it
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Figure 9: State estimation with an EKF on the robotics dataset. After training the NODE with KKL
recognition while imposing ẋ1/3 = x2/4, we run the EKF on long test trajectories from unseen input

frequencies. When y = (x1, x4), both prior and learned model are able to reconstitute the output (x1 top
row, x4 bottom row), but the EKF with NODE performs better. When measuring only x1, the EKF using
the prior model is off, while its estimates are reasonable in most frequency regimes with the learned model.

also points to remaining open questions. In particular, the choice of (D,F ) plays a role in the performance
of KKL observers (Buisson-Fenet et al., 2022), and methods for tuning them are still needed; setting D to
a HiPPO matrix Gu et al. (2021; 2022) could be an interesting first step. On another note, NODEs can be
combined with Convolutional Neural Networks to capture spatial dependencies and learn Partial Differential
Equations (PDEs), as investigated in Dulny et al. (2021); Xu et al. (2021). In this paper, we only consider
dynamical systems that can be modeled by ODEs, but expect the proposed approach to extend to PDEs.
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A More detailed background on KKL observers

We recall the main existence results on KKL observers. Correctly stating these results requires more for-
malism than what is used in the main body of the paper. However, the assumptions and the reasoning
are identical. We start with the main existence result on autonomous systems, then recall the extension to
nonautonomous systems.

A.1 Autonomous systems

Consider the following autonomous nonlinear dynamical system

ẋ = f(x), y = h(x) (10)

where x ∈ Rdx is the state, y ∈ Rdy is the measured output, f is a C1 function and h is a continuous function.
The goal of observer design is to compute an estimate of the state x(t) using the past values of the output
y(s), 0 ≤ s ≤ t. We make the following assumptions:

Assumption 1 There exists a compact set X such that for any solution x of (10), x(t) ∈ X ∀ t ≥ 0.
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Assumption 2 There exists an open bounded set O containing X such that (10) is backward O-
distinguishable on X , i.e., for any trajectories xa and xb of (10), there exists t̄ > 0 such that for any
t ≥ t̄ such that (xa(t), xb(t)) ∈ X × X and xa(t) ̸= xb(t), there exists s ∈ [t− t̄, t] such that

h(xa(s)) ̸= h(xb(s))

and (xa(τ), xb(τ)) ∈ O × O for all τ ∈ [s, t]. In other words, their respective outputs become different in
backward finite time before leaving O.

This is the assumption of backward distinguishability, i.e., Definition 1 but in backward time. It means
that the current state is uniquely determined by the past values of the output. On the contrary, (forward)
distinguishability means that the initial state is uniquely determined by the future values of the output. If
the solutions of (10) are unique, e.g., if f is C1, then these two notions are equivalent.

The following Theorem derived in Andrieu & Praly (2006) proves the existence of a KKL observer.

Theorem 1 ((Andrieu & Praly, 2006)) Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Define dz = dy(dx + 1).
Then, there exists ℓ > 0 and a set S of zero measure in Cdz such that for any matrix D ∈ Rdz×dz with
eigenvalues (λ1, . . . , λdz

) in Cdz \ S with Reλi < −ℓ, and any F ∈ Rdz×dx such that (D,F ) is controllable,
there exists an injective mapping T : Rdx → Rdz that satisfies the following equation on X

∂T
∂x

(x)f(x) = DT (x) + Fh(x), (11)

and its left inverse T ∗ : Rdz → Rdx such that the trajectories of (10) remaining in X and any trajectory of

ż = Dz + Fy (12)

verify

|z(t) − T (x(t))| ≤ M |z(0) − T (x(0))| e−λmint (13)

for some M > 0 and with

λmin = min {| Reλ1|, . . . , | Reλdz
|} . (14)

This yields

lim
t→+∞

|x(t) − T ∗(z(t))| = 0. (15)

A.2 Nonautonomous systems

These results are extended to nonautonomous systems in Bernard & Andrieu (2019). The system equations
are then

ẋ = f(x, u), y = h(x, u) (16)

where u ∈ U is the input. Assumption 2 naturally extends to nonautonomous systems if it is true for any fixed
input u of interest. The following Theorem proves the existence of a KKL observer in the nonautonomous
case under the weak assumption of backward distinguishability.

Theorem 2 ((Bernard & Andrieu, 2019)) Take some fixed input u ∈ U . Suppose Assumptions 1 and
2 hold for this u with a certain t̄u ≥ 0. Define dz = dy(dx + 1). Then, there exists a set S of zero measure
in Cdz such that for any matrix D ∈ Rdz×dz with eigenvalues (λ1, . . . , λdz ) in Cdz \ S with Reλi < 0, and
any F ∈ Rdz×dx such that (D,F ) is controllable, there exists a mapping Tu : R × Rdx → Rdz that satisfies
the following equation on X

∂Tu

∂x
(t, x)f(x, u(t)) + ∂Tu

∂t
(x) = DTu(t, x) + Fh(x, u(t)), (17)
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and a mapping T ∗
u : R×Rdz → Rdx such that Tu(t, ·) and T ∗

u (t, ·) only depend on the past values of u on [0, t],
and Tu(t, ·) is injective ∀ t ≥ t̄u with a left-inverse T ∗

u (t, ·) on X . Then, the trajectories of (16) remaining
in X and any trajectory of

ż = Dz + Fy, (18)

verify

|z(t) − Tu(t, x(t))| ≤ M |z(0) − Tu(0, x(0))| e−λmint (19)

for some M > 0 and with

λmin = min {| Reλ1|, . . . , | Reλdz
|} . (20)

This yields

lim
t→+∞

|x(t) − T ∗
u (t, z(t))| = 0. (21)

Remark 2 The literature on nonlinear observer design is wide and many types of observers have been
proposed; see Bernard (2019); Bernard et al. (2022) for an overview. The proposed recognition models are
based on KKL observers, well-suited for the recognition problem due to the existence of the transformation T ∗

which can be approximated jointly with the dynamics. Other designs for general nonlinear systems include
high-gain observers, which could lead to the same type of structure for the recognition problem. However,
they are subject to peaking and tend to amplify measurement noise. An extended Kalman filter could also be
used to directly estimate the trajectories using the current dynamics model. However, there is no convergence
guarantee for such filters and they directly rely on a linearization of the current dynamics, hence they are
sensitive to model error. We expect this to be harder to train than the KKL-based methods, which decouple
recognition and dynamics models.

B Implementation details

We demonstrate the proposed method in several numerical experiments and one experimental dataset ob-
tained on a robotic exoskeleton. We investigate the direct method z̄(tc) = (y0:tc

, u0:tc
), the RNN+ method

where z̄(tc) is the output of an RNN run over (y0:tc
, u0:tc), the KKL method z̄(tc) = (z(tc), u0:tc) and the

functional KKL method (denoted KKLu) z̄(tc) = z(tc) with dz = (dy + du)(dx + dω + 1). The KKL observer
is run backward in time: we solve the ODE on z backward in time on [tc, 0] and learn the mapping from
z(0) to x(0), then use all samples to train the NODE model. Similarly for the RNN.

In all cases, the choice of D is important for the KKL-based recognition models. For each considered system
and for each considered method, we optimize D once jointly with all other parameters once, then reuse
the obtained value of D for all corresponding experiments. We set F = 1dz×dy

and initialize D with the
following method. We compute the poles pi of a Butterworth filter of order dz and cut-off frequency 2πωc

and set each block of D as

Di =
{
pi if pi is real(

Re{pi} Im{pi}
− Im{pi} Re{pi}

)
otherwise

(22)

such that D is a block-diagonal matrix, and its eigenvalues are the poles of the filter. This choice ensures
that the pair (D,F ) is controllable and that D is Hurwitz and has physically meaningful eigenvalues. Other
possibilities exist, such as choosing D in companion form, as a negative diagonal... However, we found that
this strategy leads to the best performance for the considered use cases. We pick ωc = 1 for the systems of
the recognition model benchmark and the harmonic oscillator with unknown frequency. For the experimental
dataset, we initialize as D = diag(−1, . . . ,−dz). However, this choice is somewhat arbitrary, and the previous
method with ωc = 10 had similar performance. Principled methods for setting (D,F ) are still needed for
easing the practical use of KKL observers; setting D to a HiPPO matrix Gu et al. (2022; 2021) could be an
interesting first step.
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Note also that there is a large part of randomness in the different experiments we present. Hence, results may
vary, and obtaining consistent results to rigorously compare the different methods without any statistical
variations would require a large computational overhead.

B.1 Benchmark of recognition models

We demonstrate on numerical systems that an NN-based recognition model can estimate the initial state
of a dynamical system from partial measurements. For reproducibility, we generate the training data from
simulation and choose systems that can be tested again with reasonable computational overhead.

Earthquake model A simplified model of the effects of an earthquake on a two-story building is presented
in Winkel (2017), and an NODE is trained for it in Karlsson & Svanström (2019). This linear model can be
written as

ẋ1 = x2

ẋ2 = k

m
(x3 − 2x1) − F0ω

2 cos(ωt)

ẋ3 = x4

ẋ4 = k

m
(x1 − x3) − F0ω

2 cos(ωt)

y = x1 + ϵ, (23)

where x1 and x3 are the positions of the first and second floor respectively, x2 and x4 their velocities,
F0ω

2 cos(ωt) is the perturbation caused by the earthquake and only x1 is observed with Gaussian noise of
variance σ2

ϵ = 10−4. We consider the oscillation caused by the earthquake as a disturbance, which is known
when simulating training trajectories and unknown to the recognition model: we estimate x(0) from y0:tc

only.

We aim to learn a recognition model that estimates x(0) using only y0:tc
with the methods described above.

We set tc = 40 × ∆t = 40 × 0.03 = 1.2 s which seems to be enough to reconstitute the initial condition (after
trial and error), N = 50 (each sample corresponds to a random initial condition, random F0 and random
ω), n = 100, and design ψθ (and eventually fθ) as a fully connected feed-forward network, i.e., a multi-layer
perceptron, with two hidden layers containing 50 neurons each, and two fully connected input and output
layers with bias terms. The RNN+ model is set to have the same internal dimension dz as the KKL model.
We notice that tc large enough and enough parameters in ψθ, i.e., enough flexibility of the model, are needed
for good generalization performance. Also, we pick the sampling time ∆t = 0.03 s low enough such that the
obtained trajectories are reasonably smooth, otherwise analyzing the results quantitatively becomes hard
due to interpolation errors getting too large.

We train the recognition model with each proposed method and evaluate the results on 100 test trajectories
of random initial conditions and random input oscillation. The results on one such test trajectory are
illustrated in Figure 10.

We train two settings: either learning a full NODE model (main body of the paper), or having a known
dynamics model in which only k/m, the main parameter of the dynamics model, is optimized jointly with
the recognition model. In our example, we have k/m = 10, but we initialize its estimate to a random value
in [8, 12]. As usual, this problem is not well-posed and there are many local optima. Therefore, we can only
hope to converge to a good estimate by starting from a reasonable guess of the main parameter. We keep
everything else fixed, including the optimization routine, which might not be the best choice as it has been
shown that for parametric optimization, trust region optimization routines with multiple starts often lead
to better results (Raue et al., 2013). For the full NODE model, we evaluate the different recognition models
by computing the RMSE on the prediction of the output only, since the coordinate system for x(t) is not
fixed and a different coordinate system is found in each experiment. For the parametric model, we evaluate
the different recognition models by computing the RMSE on the estimation of the whole trajectory over all
test scenarios, since the coordinate system for x(t) is fixed by the parametric model. The results are shown
in Figure 11 and in the main body of the paper. We observe that the KKL-based models achieve higher
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Figure 10: Test trajectory of the parametric earthquake model with KKL recognition: the initial condition
is estimated from y0:tc

jointly with the model parameters.
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Figure 11: Results of the obtained earthquake recognition models. We show the RMSE on the prediction of
the output when a full NODE model is learned (left column) and of the whole test trajectories when a

parametric model is learned (right column). Ten recognition models were trained with the methods direct
(left), RNN+ (middle) and KKL (right). The direct method with tc = 0 is not shown here for scaling, but

the mean RMSE is over 0.6.

performance, which seems to indicate that the optimization problem based on z(0) is better conditioned
than that based on y0:tc .

FitzHugh-Nagumo model This model represents a relaxation oscillation in an excitable system. It is a
simplified representation of the behavior of a spiking neuron: an external stimulus is received, leading to a
short, nonlinear increase of membrane voltage then a slower, linear recovery channel mimicking the opening
and closing of ion channels (Clairon & Samson, 2020). The dynamics are written as

v̇ = 1
ϵ

(v − v3 − u) + Iext

u̇ = γv − u+ β

y = v + ϵ, (24)

where v is the membrane potential, u is the value of the recovery channel, Iext is the value of the external
stimulus (here a constant), ϵ = 0.1 is a time scale parameter, and γ = 1.5, β = 0.8 are kinetic parameters.
Only v is measured, corrupted by Gaussian measurement noise ϵ of variance σ2

ϵ = 5 × 10−4.

Our aim is to learn a recognition model that estimates (v(0), u(0)) using y0:tc
and Iext with the methods

described above. We set tc = 40 × ∆t = 40 × 0.03 = 1.2 s, N = 50 for 50 random initial conditions and
external stimulus, n = 100, and design ψθ (and eventually fθ) as a fully connected feed-forward network,
i.e., a multi-layer perceptron, with two hidden layers containing 50 neurons each, and two fully connected
input and output layers with bias terms. The RNN+ model is set to have the same internal dimension dz

as the KKL model.
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Figure 12: Test trajectory of the parametric FitzHugh-Nagumo model: the initial condition is estimated
from y0:tc

jointly with the model parameters. We use direct (top), RNN+ (middle) and KKL (bottom)
recognition, on three random but similar test trajectories.

We train the recognition model with each proposed method and evaluate the results on 100 test trajectories
with random initial conditions and random stimulus. The results on one such test trajectory are illustrated
in Figure 12.

We either learn a full NODE model (main body of the paper) or a parametric model for which we estimate the
main dynamic parameters ϵ, β and γ jointly with the recognition model, initialized randomly in [0.05, 0.15],
[0.75, 2.25] and [0.4, 1.2] respectively. We evaluate the different recognition models as above. The results
are illustrated in Figure 13 and in the main body of the paper. We observe once again that the KKL-based
methods lead to lower error.

Van der Pol oscillator Consider the nonlinear Van der Pol oscillator of dynamics

ẋ1 = x2

ẋ2 = µ(1 − x2
1)x2 − x1 + u

y = x1 + ϵ, (25)

where x1, x2 are the states, u = 1.2 sin(ωt) is a sinusoidal control input, and µ = 1 is a damping parameter.
Only x1 is measured, corrupted by Gaussian measurement noise ϵ of variance σ2

ϵ = 10−3.
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Figure 13: Results of the obtained FitzHugh-Nagumo recognition models. We show the RMSE on the
prediction of the output when a full NODE model is learned (left column) and of the whole test

trajectories when a parametric model is learned (right column). Ten recognition models were trained with
the methods direct (left), RNN+ (middle) and KKL (right). The direct method with tc = 0 is not shown

here for scaling, but the mean RMSE is over 0.4.

Our aim is to learn a recognition model that estimates x(0) using y0:tc
and u0:tc

with the methods described
above. We set tc = 40 × ∆t = 40 × 0.03 = 1.2 s, N = 50 for 50 random initial conditions and values of ω,
n = 100, and design ψθ (and eventually fθ) as a fully connected feed-forward network, i.e., a multi-layer
perceptron, with two hidden layers containing 50 neurons each, and two fully connected input and output
layers with bias terms. Since u is a sinusoidal control input of varying frequency, it can be generated by

ω̇1 = ω2, (26)
ω̇2 = −ω3ω1,

ω̇3 = 0

and u = ω1, where ω1, ω2 are the internal states of the sinusoidal system and ω3 > 0 is its frequency. Hence,
we can use the KKLu recognition model with dω = 3. The RNN+ model is set to have the same internal
dimension dz as the KKLu model.

We train the recognition model with each proposed method and evaluate the results on 100 test trajectories
with random initial conditions and random input frequency. The results on one such test trajectory are
illustrated in Figure 14. We also consider either a full NODE model, or a parametric model for which µ is
jointly estimated, after from a random initial guess in [0.5, 1.5]. The corresponding box plots are shown in
Figure 15. We observe that in both settings, the performance with the different recognition models is very
similar. In the main body of the paper, we show the same plot but with higher noise of variance σ2

ϵ = 0.1
instead of σ2

ϵ = 10−3 here. Due to the very similar performance, the hierarchy of the different recognition
models slightly varies between the noise levels.

B.2 Synthetic dataset: harmonic oscillator with unknown frequency

We demonstrate the performance of structured NODEs to learn the dynamics of a harmonic oscillator
with unknown frequency from partial observations with varying degrees of structure. We train on N = 50
trajectories from 50 random initial states in [−1, 1]2 and frequency ω2 = 1 Hz (i.e., period 6.3 s), of n = 50
time steps each for an overall length of 3 s, corrupted by Gaussian measurement noise of variance σ2 = 10−4.
We use tc = 20 × ∆t = 1.2 s for the recognition model. We optimize the parameters using Adam (Kingma
& Ba, 2015) and a learning rate of 0.005.

The obtained results are depicted in Figure 16 with the KKL recognition model. We show the prediction of a
random test trajectory with random initial state: y0:tc

is measured for this trajectory, used by the recognition
model to estimate x(0). Then, the learned NODE is simulated to predict the whole state trajectory for
500 time steps, i.e., ten times longer than the training time to illustrate the long-term behavior. For the
quantitative results presented in the main body of the paper, we predict on test trajectories of 150 time
steps, i.e., three times the training time. These make the long-term performance difference due to the degree
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Figure 14: Test trajectory of the parametric Van der Pol model: the initial condition is estimated from
y0:tc

jointly with the model parameters. We use direct (top), RNN+, KKL and KKLu (bottom)
recognition, on four random but similar test trajectories.

of prior knowledge less visible, but lead to more consistent and quantitatively comparable results (with the
long test trajectories, the interquartile range of the experiments was very large due to error accumulation
which can possibly blow up over a long prediction horizon).

We train the dynamics and recognition model in each setting ten times, for recognition models direct, RNN+
and KKL. The mean RMSE over hundred test trajectories is depicted in the main body of the paper.

No structure We start without imposing any structure, i.e., learning a general latent NODE model of
the system as in (4.2) The NODE fits the observations y = x1, but not x2 as it has learned the dynamics in
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Figure 15: Results of the obtained Van der Pol recognition models. We show the RMSE on the prediction
of the output when a full NODE model is learned (left column) and of the whole test trajectories when a
parametric model is learned (right column). Ten recognition models were trained with the methods direct
(left), RNN+, KKL and KKLu (right). The direct method with tc = 0 is not shown here for scaling, but

the mean RMSE is over 0.6.
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Figure 16: Random test trajectory of the trained NODE for the harmonic oscillator: without imposing any
structure (a), imposing Hamiltonian dynamics (b), imposing ẋ1 = x2 (c), directly identifying a parametric
model (d) and learning a recognition model of an extended state-space representation where x3 = ω2 (e).

We show the true and predicted trajectories of x1 (top) and x2 (bottom).

another coordinate system, which is expected for general latent NODEs. It also does not conserve energy,
which is not surprising when no structure is imposed, as discussed e.g., in Greydanus et al. (2019).

Hamiltonian state-space model We now assume the user has some physical insight about the system
at hand: it derives from a Hamiltonian function, i.e., there exists H such that

ẋ1 = ∂H

∂x2
(x), ẋ2 = − ∂H

∂x1
(x). (27)

We approximate H directly with a neural network Hθ of weights θ, such that the NODE has form (27), and
inject this into the optimization problem (4). This formulation enforces the constraint that the dynamics
derive from a Hamiltonian function, whose choice is free. In that case, we do not necessarily find the
"physical" state-space realization, as several Hamiltonian functions can fit the data. However, the obtained
state-space model conserves energy due to the Hamiltonian structure.

Imposing ẋ1 = x2 We now impose a somewhat stronger structure in (4):

ẋ1 = x2, ẋ2 = −∇H(x1), (28)
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where only the dynamics of x2 need to be learned. This enables the NODE to recover both the initial state
and the unknown part of the dynamics in the imposed coordinates while also conserving energy, as this is a
particular case of Hamiltonian dynamics with Hamiltonian function 1

2x
2
2 +H(x1).

Parametric system identification We now directly learn a parametric model of the harmonic oscillator

ẋ1 = x2, ẋ2 = −ω2x1,

where ω > 0 is the unknown frequency. We approximate ω with a parameter θ, which is initialized randomly
in [0.5, 2]. We obtain excellent results with this method, as θ is estimated correctly up to 10−2 and the
trained recognition model gives satisfying results. This demonstrates that our framework can recover both
the dynamics and the recognition model in the physical coordinates imposed by the parametric model from
partial and noisy measurements in this simple use case.

Extended state-space model We now consider the extended state-space model

ẋ1 = x2, ẋ2 = −x3x2, ẋ3 = 0 (29)

where x3 = ω2 is a constant state representing the unknwon frequency. In this case, the dynamics are
completely known and only the recognition model is left to train, in order to estimate the initial condition
x(0) ∈ R3, where x3(0) is the unknown frequency. This is the same degree of structure as the parametric
model: the dynamics are known up to the frequency. However, it also is a more open problem: since we
learn a recognition model for x(0) ∈ R3, at each new trajectory, we estimate a new value of the frequency
x3(0), which was considered the same across all trajectories for the previous methods. Therefore, with this
setting, we also obtain models that can predict energy-preserving trajectories in the physical parameters,
but with lower accuracy due to this extra degree of freedom.

B.3 Experimental case study: robotic exoskeleton

We use a set of measurements collected at Wandercraft on one of their exoskeletons and presented in Vigne
(2021). More details on the robot, the dataset and the methods applied at Wandercraft are provided in
Section 4.1.2.1 of Vigne (2021).

For this experiment, the robot basin is fixed to the wall and low amplitude sinusoidal inputs are sent to
the front hip motor with different frequencies between 2 Hz and 16 Hz. A linear model has been identified
in Vigne (2021) by modeling the deformation as a linear spring in the hip motor, yielding a system with
x ∈ R4. The angle of the hip (x1) is measured by the encoder on this motor, while a gyrometer measures the
angular velocity of the thigh (x4). The measurements are sampled with ∆t = 1ms. The aim is to identify
the nonlinear deformations in the hip motor, which can be seen in motion capture and cause significant
errors in gait planning, but are not captured by the known models of the exoskeleton.

We start by preprocessing the signal: for each input frequency and corresponding trajectory, we compute
the FFT of y, apply a Gaussian window at fc = 50 Hz on the spectrum, then apply an inverse FFT and slice
out the beginning and the end (100 time steps) of each signal to get rid of the border effects. For u, which
is not very noisy, we rather apply a Butterworth filter of order 2 and cut-off frequency 200 Hz. We cut the
long trajectories for each input frequency in slices of 200 samples, and stack these training trajectories of
length 0.2 s together to form our set of training trajectories. Hence, all trajectories have the same sampling
times and can be simulated in parallel easily. We choose the length of 0.2 s because it seems long enough to
capture some of the dynamics even in the low-frequency regime, but also short enough to remain acceptable
in the high-frequency regime.

We then run the proposed framework on this data. We directly train the NODE on a random subset of
training trajectories, use a subset of validation trajectories for early stopping, and a subset of test trajectories
to evaluate the performance of the learned model. When no further indications are provided, we use a
recognition model of type KKL with dz = 10, F = 1dz×dy , which yields 110 for the dimension of (z(tc), u0:tc).
The parameter D was optimized after being initialized at diag(−1, . . . ,−10). We also trained a recognition
model of type KKLu with dz = 50 for which D was also optimized starting at diag(−2, . . . ,−100), and
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recognition models of type direct and RNN+ using the same information contained in (y0:tc
, u0:tc

) and the
same size of the latent state as for KKLu, i.e., dimension 50. Both recognition and dynamics models are
feed-forward networks with five hidden layers of 50 respectively 100 neurons and SiLU activation.

We notice that for this complex and nonautonomous use case, the direct and RNN+ recognition methods
seem easier to train. However, they also take longer due to having more parameters, and have higher
generalizaiton error on the long test rollouts. We also notice that D needs to be chosen well for the KKL-
based recognition models to obtain good performance, which needs to be investigated further.

Normalization is also an important aspect in the implementation: all losses and evaluation metrics are scaled
to the same range, so that all loss terms play a similar role and remain within a similar range. This ensures
that the values on which the optimization is based are always numerically tractable for the chosen solver.
Different scaling possibilities are discussed in Sec. 5.2.3 of Schittkowski (2002). In our case, since we do not
know in advance the values that x(t) will take, we compute the mean and standard deviation of the samples
in y(t) and u(t) and scale all outputs y(t) respectively inputs u(t) according to these. We also scale all states
x(t) or derivatives ẋ(t) using the scaler on y(t) for the dimensions that are measured (x1 and x4), and a
mean of the scaler on y(t) for the other dimensions. This is not quite correct, but it is the best we can do
without knowing the range of values that x(t) will take, and it is enough to ensure that all scaled values of
x(t) stay within a reasonable range.

We investigate three settings: no structure, imposing ẋ1 = x2 and ẋ3 = x4 (“structural” prior), and learning
the residuals from the prior linear model on ẋ2 and ẋ4 (“regularizing” prior) with λ = 5 × 10−7; we already
have ẋ1 = x2 and ẋ3 = x4 in the prior model). For evaluating the prior linear model, we use the estimated
initial states obtained by the recognition model of the last setting, in order to be in the coordinate system
that corresponds to the prior. In each setting, we learn from N = 265 trajectories of a subset of input
frequencies: {2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5, 9.5, 11, 13, 15} Hz. We then evaluate on 163 test trajectories
of 0.2 s from these input frequencies, to evaluate data fitting in the trained regime. We also evaluate on 52
longer (2 s) test trajectories from other input frequencies, to evaluate the interpolation capabilities of the
learned model: {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 17} Hz. We use the Adam Kingma & Ba (2015) optimizer
with decaying learning rate starting at 8 × 10−3 for the first two settings, 5 × 10−3 for the third setting.

The obtained results are described in the main body of the paper. One longer test trajectory with an input
frequency outside of the training regime is presented in Fig. 7 when imposing ẋ1 = x2 and ẋ3 = x4. Overall,
we find that structured NODEs are able to fit this complex nonlinear dynamical system using real-world
data and realistic settings. The predictions of the obtained models are not perfect, but they are much better
than those of the prior model, such that they could probably be used in a closed-loop control task like the
linear model currently is at Wandercraft. This is confirmed by implementing an EKF that uses the learned
models for state estimation (tuning fixed for all recognition models and all degrees of prior knowledge).
Adding structure leads to similar performance, but to a model that can be physically interpreted in terms
of position and velocity. In the third setting (hard constraints and residuals model), the accuracy is lower.
This is due to the fact that the linear prior model leads to rather inaccurate predictions.
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Figure 17: Structured NODEs and KKL recognition on the robotics dataset. We test on 163 trajectories of
0.2 s from the same input frequencies as the training data to evaluate data fitting in the trained regime,

and compute the RMSE: we obtain respectively 5.6 (a), 0.16 (b), 0.18 (c), 0.31 (d). We show one such test
trajectory (x1 top row, x4 bottom row) from an unknown initial condition.
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